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Editor’s Preface
What actually caused the United States Civil War? Countless historians and students of the
Civil War have offered a plethora of simplistic answers to end the debate that has been waged
since Confederate batteries first fired on the Union garrison at Fort Sumter, South Carolina in the
early hours of April 12, 1861. The Civil War was the result of a complex mix of a variety of
causes, of which the expansion of slavery into the federal territories was the primary cause that
fueled and ignited a deadly civil war that resulted in the loss of more than 620,000 Americans.
The documents assembled in this collection reveal firsthand the positions of northern and
southern political parties, states, and politicians. The documents themselves speak to the
motivations and intentions of the aforementioned that played a significant role in the road to war.
In preparing this volume, I have used generally accepted current editorial practice in editing
the documents. That practice basically is to edit the document as lightly as possible, leaving it in
its original form, misspelled words and all, making changes only for the sake of clarity and
understanding. Some editors delete portions of documents deemed unimportant or in the interest
of space. Others, like myself, do not. In the case of the Civil War, some scholars or Civil War
buffs have purposely deleted or omitted portions of a document, such as those compiled here, to
put forth their own argument on the causes of the Civil War or the original intentions of Union or
Confederate officials. Any and all documents must be interpreted and printed in its full context.
That has been done here.
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Constitutional Union Party Platform of 1860
May 1860
Adopted at Baltimore, Maryland
Whereas, Experience has demonstrated that Platforms adopted by the partisan
Conventions of the country have had the effect to mislead and deceive the people, and at the
same time to widen the political divisions of the country, by the creation and encouragement of
geographical and sectional parties; therefore
Resolved, that it is both the part of patriotism and of duty to recognize no political
principle other than THE CONSTITUTION OF THE COUNTRY, THE UNION OF THE
STATES, AND THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE LAWS, and that, as representatives of the
Constitutional Union men of the country, in National Convention assembled, we hereby pledge
ourselves to maintain, protect, and defend, separately and unitedly, these great principles of
public liberty and national safety, against all enemies, at home and abroad; believing that thereby
peace may once more be restored to the country; the rights of the People and of the States reestablished, and the Government again placed in that condition of justice, fraternity and equality,
which, under the example and Constitution of our fathers, has solemnly bound every citizen of
the United States to maintain a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity,
provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty
to ourselves and our posterity.
Source: Donald Bruce Johnson, comp., National Party Platforms: Volume I, 1840-1956
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1978), 30.
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1860 Republican Party Platform
May 16, 1860
Adopted at Chicago, Illinois
Resolved, That we, the delegated representatives of the Republican electors of the United
States, in Convention assembled, in discharge of the duty we owe to our constituents and our
country, unite in the following declarations:
1. That the history of the nation, during the last four years, has fully established the
propriety and necessity of the organization and perpetuation of the Republican party, and that the
causes which called it into existence are permanent in their nature, and now, more than ever
before, demand its peaceful and constitutional triumph.
2. That the maintenance of the principles promulgated in the Declaration of Independence
and embodied in the Federal Constitution, "That all men are created equal; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed," is essential to the preservation of our Republican
institutions; and that the Federal Constitution, the Rights of the States, and the Union of the
States, must and shall be preserved.
3. That to the Union of the States this nation owes its unprecedented increase in
population, its surprising development of material resources, its rapid augmentation of wealth, its
happiness at home and its honor abroad; and we hold in abhorrence all schemes for Disunion,
come from whatever source they may: And we congratulate the country that no Republican
member of Congress has uttered or countenanced the threats of Disunion so often made by
Democratic members without rebuke and with applause from their political associates; and we
denounce those threats of Disunion, in case of a popular overthrow of their ascendency, as
denying the vital principles of a free government, and as an avowal of contemplated treason,
which it is the imperative duty of an indignant People sternly to rebuke and forever silence.
4. That the maintenance inviolate of the rights of the States, and especially the right of
each State to order and control its own domestic institutions according to its own judgment
exclusively, is essential to that balance of powers on which the perfection and endurance of our
political fabric depends; and we denounce the lawless invasion by armed force of the soil of any
State or Territory, no matter under what pretext, as among the gravest of crimes.
5. That the present Democratic Administration has far exceeded our worst apprehensions,
in its measureless subserviency to the exactions of a sectional interest, as especially evinced in its
desperate exertions to force the infamous Lecompton Constitution upon the protesting people of
Kansas; in construing the personal relation between master and servant to involve an unqualified
property in persons; in its attempted enforcement, everywhere, on land and sea, through the
intervention of Congress and of the Federal Courts of the extreme pretensions of a purely local
interest; and in its general and unvarying abuse of the power intrusted to it by a confiding people.
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6. That the people justly view with alarm the reckless extravagance which pervades every
department of the Federal Government; that a return to rigid economy and accountability is
indispensable to arrest the systematic plunder of the public treasury by favored partisans, while
the recent startling developments of frauds and corruptions at the Federal metropolis, show that
an entire change of administration is imperatively demanded.
7. That the new dogma, that the Constitution, of its own force, carries Slavery into any or
all of the Territories of the United States, is a dangerous political heresy, at variance with the
explicit provisions of that instrument itself, with contemporaneous exposition, and with
legislative and judicial precedent; is revolutionary in its tendency, and subversive of the peace
and harmony of the country.
8. That the normal condition of all the territory of the United States is that of freedom;
That as our Republican fathers, when they had abolished Slavery in all our national territory,
ordained that "no person should be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law," it becomes our duty, by legislation, whenever such legislation is necessary, to maintain this
provision of the Constitution against all attempts to violate it; and we deny the authority of
Congress, of a territorial legislature, or of any individuals, to give legal existence to Slavery in
any Territory of the United States.
9. That we brand the recent re-opening of the African slave-trade, under the cover of our
national flag, aided by perversions of judicial power, as a crime against humanity and a burning
shame to our country and age; and we call upon Congress to take prompt and efficient measures
for the total and final suppression of that execrable traffic.
10. That in the recent vetoes, by their Federal Governors, of the acts of the Legislatures
of Kansas and Nebraska, prohibiting Slavery in those Territories, we find a practical illustration
of the boasted Democratic principle of Non- Intervention and Popular Sovereignty, embodied in
the Kansas-Nebraska bill, and a demonstration of the deception and fraud involved therein.
11. That Kansas should, of right, be immediately admitted as a State under the
Constitution recently formed and adopted by her people, and accepted by the House of
Representatives.
12. That, while providing revenue for the support of the General Government by duties
upon imports, sound policy requires such an adjustment of these imposts as to encourage the
development of the industrial interest of the whole country; and we commend that policy of
national exchanges which secures to the working men liberal wages, to agriculture remunerative
prices, to mechanics and manufactures an adequate reward for their skill, labor, and enterprise,
and to the nation commercial prosperity and independence.
13. That we protest against any sale or alienation to others of the Public Lands held by
actual settlers, and against any view of he Homestead policy which regards the settlers as
paupers or suppliants for public bounty; and we demand the passage by Congress of the
complete and satisfactory Homestead measure which has already passed the House.
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14. That the Republican party is opposed to any change in our Naturalization Laws or any
State legislation by which the rights of citizenship hitherto accorded to immigrants from foreign
lands shall be abridged or impaired; and in favor of giving a full and efficient protection to the
rights of all classes of citizens, whether native or naturalized, both at home and abroad.
15. That appropriations by Congress for River and Harbor improvements of a National
character, required for the accommodation and security of an existing commerce, are authorized
by the Constitution, and justified by the obligations of Government to protect the lives and
property of its citizens.
16. That a Railroad to the Pacific Ocean is imperatively demanded by the interest of the
whole country; that the Federal Government ought to render immediate and efficient aid in its
construction; and that, as preliminary thereto, a daily overland mail should be promptly
established.
17. Finally, having thus set forth our distinctive principles and views, we invite the cooperation of all citizens, however differing on other questions, who substantially agree with us in
their affirmance and support.
Source: Donald Bruce Johnson, comp., National Party Platforms: Volume 1, 1840-1956
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1978), 31-3.
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Democratic Party Platform
June 18, 1860
Adopted at Baltimore, Maryland
1. Resolved, That we, the Democracy of the Union in Convention assembled, hereby
declare our affirmance of the resolutions unanimously adopted and declared as a platform of
principles by the Democratic convention at Cincinnati, in the year 1856, believing that
Democratic principles are unchangeable in their nature, when applied to the same subject
matters; and we recommend, as the only further resolutions, the following:
2. Inasmuch as difference of opinion exists in the Democratic party as to the nature and
extent of the powers of a Territorial Legislature, and as to the powers and duties of Congress,
under the Constitution of the United States, over the institution of slavery within the Territories,
Resolved, That the Democratic party will abide by the decision of the Supreme Court of
the United States upon these questions of Constitutional law.
3. Resolved, That it is the duty of the United States to afford ample and complete
protection to all its citizens, whether at home or abroad, and whether native or foreign born.
4. Resolved, That one of the necessities of the age, in a military, commercial, and postal
point of view, is speedy communication between the Atlantic and Pacific States; and the
Democratic party pledge such Constitutional Government aid as will insure the construction of a
Railroad to the Pacific coast, at the earliest practicable period.
5. Resolved, That the Democratic party are in favor of the acquisition of the Island of
Cuba on such terms as shall be honorable to ourselves and just to Spain.
6. Resolved, That the enactments of the State Legislatures to defeat the faithful execution
of the Fugitive Slave Law, are hostile in character, subversive of the Constitution, and
revolutionary in their effect.
7. Resolved, That it is in accordance with the interpretation of the Cincinnati platform,
that during the existence of the Territorial Governments the measure of restriction, whatever it
may be, imposed by the Federal Constitution on the power of the Territorial Legislature over the
subject of the domestic relations, as the same has been, or shall hereafter be finally determined
by the Supreme Court of the United States, should be respected by all good citizens, and
enforced with promptness and fidelity by every branch of the general government.
Source: Donald Bruce Johnson, comp., National Party Platforms: Volume I 1840-1956
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1978), 30-31.
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Southern Democratic Party Platform
June 1860
Adopted at Richmond, Virginia
Resolved, That the platform adopted by the Democratic party at Cincinnati be affirmed,
with the following explanatory resolutions:
1. That the Government of a Territory organized by an act of Congress is provisional and
temporary, and during its existence all citizens of the United States have an equal right to settle
with their property in the Territory, without their rights, either of person or property, being
destroyed or impaired by Congressional or Territorial legislation.
2. That it is the duty of the Federal Government, in all its departments, to protect, when
necessary, the rights of persons and property in the Territories, and wherever else its
constitutional authority extends.
3. That when the settlers in a Territory, having an adequate population, form a State
Constitution, the right of sovereignty commences, and being consummated by admission into the
Union, they stand on an equal footing with the people of other States, and the State thus
organized ought to be admitted into the Federal Union, whether its constitution prohibits or
recognizes the institution of slavery.
Resolved, That the Democratic party are in favor of the acquisition of the Island of Cuba,
on such terms as shall be honorable to ourselves and just to Spain, at the earliest practicable
moment.
Resolved, That the enactments of State Legislatures to defeat the faithful execution of the
Fugitive Slave Law are hostile in character, subversive of the Constitution, and revolutionary in
their effect.
Resolved, That the Democracy of the United States recognize it as the imperative duty of
this Government to protect the naturalized citizen in all his rights, whether at home or in foreign
lands, to the same extent as its native-born citizens.
WHEREAS, One of the greatest necessities of the age, in a political, commercial, postal
and military point of view, is speedy communication between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
Therefore be it
Resolved, that the National Democratic party do hereby pledge themselves to use every
means in their power to secure the passage of some bill, to the extent of the constitutional
authority of Congress, for the construction of a Pacific Railroad from the Mississippi River to the
Pacific Ocean, at the earliest practicable moment.
Source: Donald Bruce Johnson, comp., National Party Platforms: Volume I, 1840-1956
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1978), 31.
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Map and Table of 1860 Presidential Election Returns
Source: Wikipedia, Congressional Quarterly’s Guide to U.S. Elections, 3rd ed. (Washington:
Congressional Quarterly, Inc., 1994) 377.

Electoral Votes: Total 303
Abraham Lincoln
= 180
John Breckinridge
= 72
John Bell
= 39
Stephen Douglas
= 12

Popular Vote + Percentage
Abraham Lincoln
= 1,865,908 + 39.8%
John Breckinridge
= 848,019 + 18.1%
John Bell
= 590,901 + 12.6%
Stephen Douglas
= 1,380,202 + 29.5%

States Carried: Total 33
Abraham Lincoln = 17 + split N. Jersey w/Douglas
John Breckinridge = 11
John Bell = 3
Stephen Douglass = 1 + split N. Jersey w/Lincoln
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Crittenden Compromise Resolutions
Senator John Crittenden
December 18, 1860

A joint resolution (S. No. 50) proposing certain amendments to the Constitution of the United
States.
Whereas serious and alarming dissensions have arisen between the northern and southern
states, concerning the rights and security of the rights of the slaveholding States, and especially
their rights in the common territory of the United States; and whereas it is eminently desirable
and proper that these dissensions, which now threaten the very existence of this Union, should be
permanently quieted and settled by constitutional provisions, which shall do equal justice to all
sections, and thereby restore to all the people that peace and good-will which ought to prevail
between all the citizens of the United States: Therefore,
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, (two thirds of both Houses concurring,) That the following
articles be, and are hereby, proposed and submitted as amendments to the Constitution of the
United States, which shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as part of said Constitution, when
ratified by conventions of three-fourths of the several States:
Article 1.
In all the territory of the United States now held, or hereafter acquired, situate north of 36
degrees 30 minutes, slavery or involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, is
prohibited while such territory shall remain under territorial government. In all the territory south
of said line of latitude, slavery of the African race is hereby recognized as existing, and shall not
be interfered with by Congress, but shall be protected as property by all the departments of the
territorial government during its continuance. And when any territory, north or south of said line,
within such boundaries as Congress may prescribe, shall contain the population requisite for a
member of Congress according to the then Federal ratio of representation of the people of the
United States, it shall, if its form of government be republican, be admitted into the Union, on an
equal footing with the original States, with or without slavery, as the constitution of such new
State may provide.
Article 2.
Congress shall have no power to abolish slavery in places under its exclusive jurisdiction,
and situate within the limits of States that permit the holding of slaves.
Article 3.
Congress shall have no power to abolish slavery within the District of Columbia, so long
as it exists in the adjoining States of Virginia and Maryland, or either, nor without the consent of
the inhabitants, nor without just compensation first made to such owners of slaves as do not
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consent to such abolishment. Nor shall Congress at any time prohibit officers of the Federal
Government, or members of Congress, whose duties require them to be in said District, from
bringing with them their slaves, and holding them as such during the time their duties may
require them to remain there, and afterwards taking them from the District.
Article 4.
Congress shall have no power to prohibit or hinder the transportation of slaves from one
State to another, or to a Territory, in which slaves are by law permitted to be held, whether that
transportation be by land, navigable river, or by the sea.
Article 5.
That in addition to the provisions of the third paragraph of the second section of the
fourth article of the Constitution of the United States, Congress shall have power to provide by
law, and it shall be its duty so to provide, that the United States shall pay to the owner who shall
apply for it, the full value of his fugitive slave in all cases where the marshal or other officer
whose duty it was to arrest said fugitive was prevented from so doing by violence or
intimidation, or when, after arrest, said fugitive was rescued by force, and the owner thereby
prevented and obstructed in the pursuit of his remedy for the recovery of his fugitive slave under
the said clause of the Constitution and the laws made in pursuance thereof. And in all such cases,
when the United States shall pay for such fugitive, they shall have the right, in their own name,
to sue the county in which said violence, intimidation, or rescue was committed, and to recover
from it, with interest and damages, the amount paid by them for said fugitive slave. And the said
county, after it has paid said amount to the United States, may, for its indemnity, sue and recover
from the wrong-doers or rescuers by whom the owner was prevented from the recovery of his
fugitive slave, in like manner as the owner himself might have sued and recovered.
Article 6.
No future amendment of the Constitution shall affect the five preceding articles; nor the
third paragraph of the second section of the first article of the Constitution; nor the third
paragraph of the second section of the fourth article of said Constitution; and no amendment will
be made to the Constitution which shall authorize or give to Congress any power to abolish or
interfere with slavery in any of the States by whose laws it is, or may be, allowed or permitted.
And whereas, also, besides those causes of dissension embraced in the foregoing
amendments proposed to the Constitution of the United States, there are others which come
within the jurisdiction of Congress, and may be remedied by its legislative power; and whereas it
is the desire of Congress, so far as its power will extend, to remove all just cause for the popular
discontent and agitation which now disturb the peace of the country, and threaten the stability of
its institutions; Therefore,
1. Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America, in Congress assembled, That the laws now in force for the recovery of fugitive slaves
are in strict pursuance of the plain and mandatory provisions of the Constitution, and have been
sanctioned as valid and constitutional by the judgment of the Supreme Court of the United
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States.; that the slaveholding States are entitled to the faithful observance and execution of those
laws, and that they ought not to be repealed, or so modified or changed as to impair their
efficiency; and that laws ought to be made for the punishment of those who attempt by rescue of
the slave, or other illegal means, to hinder or defeat the due execution of said laws.
2. That all State laws which conflict with the fugitive slave acts of Congress, or any other
constitutional acts of Congress, or which, in their operation, impede, hinder, or delay the free
course and due execution of any of said acts, are null and void by the plain provisions of the
Constitution of the United States; yet those State laws, void as they are, have given color to
practices, and led to consequences, which have obstructed the due administration and execution
of acts of Congress, and especially the acts for the delivery of fugitive slaves, and have thereby
contributed much to the discord and commotion now prevailing. Congress, therefore, in the
present perilous juncture, does not deem it improper, respectfully and earnestly to recommend
the repeal of those laws to the several States which have enacted them, or such legislative
corrections or explanations of them as may prevent their being used or perverted to such
mischievous purposes.
3. That the act of the 18th of September, 1850, commonly called the fugitive slave law, ought to
be so amended as to make the fee of the commissioner, mentioned in the eighth section of the
act, equal in amount in the cases decided by him, whether his decision be in favor of or against
the claimant. And to avoid misconstruction, the last clause of the fifth section of said act, which
authorizes the person holding a warrant for the arrest or detention of a fugitive slave, to summon
to his aid the posse comitatus, and which declares it to be the duty of all good citizens to assist
him in its execution, ought to be so amended as to expressly limit the authority and duty to cases
in which there shall be resistance or danger of resistance or rescue.
4. That the laws for the suppression of the African slave trade, and especially those prohibiting
the importation of slaves in the United States, ought to be made effectual, and ought to be
thoroughly executed; and all further enactments necessary to those ends ought to be promptly
made.
Source: Congressional Globe, 36th Congress, 2nd Session, 114.
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South Carolina Ordinance of Secession
December 20, 1860

An Ordinance to dissolve the union between the State of South Carolina and other States united
with her under the compact entitled "The Constitution of the United States of America."

We, the people of the State of South Carolina, in convention assembled, do declare and ordain,
and it is hereby declared and ordained, That the ordinance adopted by us in convention on the
twenty-third day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-eight,
whereby the Constitution of the United States of America was ratified, and also all acts and parts
of acts of the General Assembly of this State ratifying amendments of the said Constitution, are
hereby repealed; and that the union now subsisting between South Carolina and other States,
under the name of the "United States of America," is hereby dissolved.

Done at Charleston the twentieth day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred and sixty.

Source: Frank Moore, ed. The Rebellion Record (11 vols., New York: G.P. Putnam, 1864)
1: 2
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South Carolina Declaration of Causes of Secession
December 24, 1860
Declaration of the Immediate Causes Which Induce and Justify the Secession of South Carolina
from the Federal Union.
The people of the State of South Carolina, in Convention assembled, on the 26th day of
April, A.D., 1852, declared that the frequent violations of the Constitution of the United States,
by the Federal Government, and its encroachments upon the reserved rights of the States, fully
justified this State in then withdrawing from the Federal Union; but in deference to the opinions
and wishes of the other slaveholding States, she forbore at that time to exercise this right. Since
that time, these encroachments have continued to increase, and further forbearance ceases to be a
virtue.
And now the State of South Carolina having resumed her separate and equal place among
nations, deems it due to herself, to the remaining United States of America, and to the nations of
the world, that she should declare the immediate causes which have led to this act.
In the year 1765, that portion of the British Empire embracing Great Britain, undertook to
make laws for the government of that portion composed of the thirteen American Colonies. A
struggle for the right of self-government ensued, which resulted, on the 4th of July, 1776, in a
Declaration, by the Colonies, "that they are, and of right ought to be, FREE AND
INDEPENDENT STATES; and that, as free and independent States, they have full power to levy
war, conclude peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and to do all other acts and things
which independent States may of right do."
They further solemnly declared that whenever any "form of government becomes
destructive of the ends for which it was established, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish
it, and to institute a new government." Deeming the Government of Great Britain to have
become destructive of these ends, they declared that the Colonies "are absolved from all
allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political connection between them and the State of
Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved."
In pursuance of this Declaration of Independence, each of the thirteen States proceeded to
exercise its separate sovereignty; adopted for itself a Constitution, and appointed officers for the
administration of government in all its departments-- Legislative, Executive and Judicial. For
purposes of defense, they united their arms and their counsels; and, in 1778, they entered into a
League known as the Articles of Confederation, whereby they agreed to entrust the
administration of their external relations to a common agent, known as the Congress of the
United States, expressly declaring, in the first Article "that each State retains its sovereignty,
freedom and independence, and every power, jurisdiction and right which is not, by this
Confederation, expressly delegated to the United States in Congress assembled."
Under this Confederation the war of the Revolution was carried on, and on the 3rd of
September, 1783, the contest ended, and a definite Treaty was signed by Great Britain, in which
she acknowledged the independence of the Colonies in the following terms:
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"ARTICLE 1-- His Britannic Majesty acknowledges the said United States, viz: New
Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, Connecticut,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Georgia, to be FREE, SOVEREIGN AND INDEPENDENT
STATES; that he treats with them as such; and for himself, his heirs and successors,
relinquishes all claims to the government, propriety and territorial rights of the same and
every part thereof."
Thus were established the two great principles asserted by the Colonies, namely: the right
of a State to govern itself; and the right of a people to abolish a Government when it becomes
destructive of the ends for which it was instituted. And concurrent with the establishment of
these principles, was the fact that each Colony became and was recognized by the mother
Country a FREE, SOVEREIGN AND INDEPENDENT STATE.
In 1787, Deputies were appointed by the States to revise the Articles of Confederation,
and on 17th of September, 1787, these Deputies recommended for the adoption of the States, the
Articles of Union, known as the Constitution of the United States.
The parties to whom this Constitution was submitted, were the several sovereign States;
they were to agree or disagree, and when nine of them agreed the compact was to take effect
among those concurring; and the General Government, as the common agent, was then invested
with their authority.
If only nine of the thirteen States had concurred, the other four would have remained as
they then were-- separate, sovereign States, independent of any of the provisions of the
Constitution. In fact, two of the States did not accede to the Constitution until long after it had
gone into operation among the other eleven; and during that interval, they each exercised the
functions of an independent nation.
By this Constitution, certain duties were imposed upon the several States, and the
exercise of certain of their powers was restrained, which necessarily implied their continued
existence as sovereign States. But to remove all doubt, an amendment was added, which declared
that the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reserved to the States, respectively, or to the people. On the 23d May, 1788, South
Carolina, by a Convention of her People, passed an Ordinance assenting to this Constitution, and
afterwards altered her own Constitution, to conform herself to the obligations she had
undertaken.
Thus was established, by compact between the States, a Government with definite objects
and powers, limited to the express words of the grant. This limitation left the whole remaining
mass of power subject to the clause reserving it to the States or to the people, and rendered
unnecessary any specification of reserved rights.
We hold that the Government thus established is subject to the two great principles
asserted in the Declaration of Independence; and we hold further, that the mode of its formation
subjects it to a third fundamental principle, namely: the law of compact. We maintain that in
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every compact between two or more parties, the obligation is mutual; that the failure of one of
the contracting parties to perform a material part of the agreement, entirely releases the
obligation of the other; and that where no arbiter is provided, each party is remitted to his own
judgment to determine the fact of failure, with all its consequences.
In the present case, that fact is established with certainty. We assert that fourteen of the
States have deliberately refused, for years past, to fulfill their constitutional obligations, and we
refer to their own Statutes for the proof.
The Constitution of the United States, in its fourth Article, provides as follows:
"No person held to service or labor in one State, under the laws thereof, escaping into
another, shall, in consequence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such
service or labor, but shall be delivered up, on claim of the party to whom such service or
labor may be due."
This stipulation was so material to the compact, that without it that compact would not
have been made. The greater number of the contracting parties held slaves, and they had
previously evinced their estimate of the value of such a stipulation by making it a condition in
the Ordinance for the government of the territory ceded by Virginia, which now composes the
States north of the Ohio River.
The same article of the Constitution stipulates also for rendition by the several States of
fugitives from justice from the other States.
The General Government, as the common agent, passed laws to carry into effect these
stipulations of the States. For many years these laws were executed. But an increasing hostility
on the part of the non-slaveholding States to the institution of slavery, has led to a disregard of
their obligations, and the laws of the General Government have ceased to effect the objects of the
Constitution. The States of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin and Iowa, have
enacted laws which either nullify the Acts of Congress or render useless any attempt to execute
them. In many of these States the fugitive is discharged from service or labor claimed, and in
none of them has the State Government complied with the stipulation made in the Constitution.
The State of New Jersey, at an early day, passed a law in conformity with her constitutional
obligation; but the current of anti-slavery feeling has led her more recently to enact laws which
render inoperative the remedies provided by her own law and by the laws of Congress. In the
State of New York even the right of transit for a slave has been denied by her tribunals; and the
States of Ohio and Iowa have refused to surrender to justice fugitives charged with murder, and
with inciting servile insurrection in the State of Virginia. Thus the constituted compact has been
deliberately broken and disregarded by the non-slaveholding States, and the consequence follows
that South Carolina is released from her obligation.
The ends for which the Constitution was framed are declared by itself to be "to form a
more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
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posterity."
These ends it endeavored to accomplish by a Federal Government, in which each State
was recognized as an equal, and had separate control over its own institutions. The right of
property in slaves was recognized by giving to free persons distinct political rights, by giving
them the right to represent, and burthening them with direct taxes for three-fifths of their slaves;
by authorizing the importation of slaves for twenty years, and by stipulating for the rendition of
fugitives from labor.
We affirm that these ends for which this Government was instituted have been defeated,
and the Government itself has been made destructive of them by the action of the nonslaveholding States. Those States have assume the right of deciding upon the propriety of our
domestic institutions; and have denied the rights of property established in fifteen of the States
and recognized by the Constitution; they have denounced as sinful the institution of slavery; they
have permitted open establishment among them of societies, whose avowed object is to disturb
the peace and to eloign the property of the citizens of other States. They have encouraged and
assisted thousands of our slaves to leave their homes, and those who remain have been incited by
emissaries, books and pictures to servile insurrection.
For twenty-five years this agitation has been steadily increasing, until it has now secured
to its aid the power of the common Government. Observing the forms of the Constitution, a
sectional party has found within that Article establishing the Executive Department, the means of
subverting the Constitution itself. A geographical line has been drawn across the Union, and all
the States north of that line have united in the election of a man to the high office of President of
the United States, whose opinions and purposes are hostile to slavery. He is to be entrusted with
the administration of the common Government, because he has declared that that "Government
cannot endure permanently half slave, half free," and that the public mind must rest in the belief
that slavery is in the course of ultimate extinction.
This sectional combination for the submersion of the Constitution, has been aided in
some of the States by elevating to citizenship, persons who, by the supreme law of the land, are
incapable of becoming citizens; and their votes have been used to inaugurate a new policy,
hostile to the South, and destructive of its beliefs and safety.
On the 4th day of March next, this party will take possession of the Government. It has
announced that the South shall be excluded from the common territory, that the judicial tribunals
shall be made sectional, and that a war must be waged against slavery until it shall cease
throughout the United States.
The guaranties of the Constitution will then no longer exist; the equal rights of the States
will be lost. The slaveholding States will no longer have the power of self-government, or selfprotection, and the Federal Government will have become their enemy.
Sectional interest and animosity will deepen the irritation, and all hope of remedy is
rendered vain, by the fact that public opinion at the North has invested a great political error with
the sanction of more erroneous religious belief.
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We, therefore, the People of South Carolina, by our delegates in Convention assembled,
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our intentions, have solemnly
declared that the Union heretofore existing between this State and the other States of North
America, is dissolved, and that the State of South Carolina has resumed her position among the
nations of the world, as a separate and independent State; with full power to levy war, conclude
peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and to do all other acts and things which
independent States may of right do.
Adopted December 24, 1860

Source: Frank Moore, ed. The Rebellion Record (11 vols., New York: G. P. Putnam, 1864)
1: 3-4.
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President Abraham Lincoln to Alexander Stephens
December 22, 1860
For your own eye only.
Springfield, Ills.
Dec. 22, 1860
Hon. A. H. Stephens—
My dear Sir
Your obliging answer to my short note is just received, and for which please accept my
thanks. I fully appreciate the present peril the country is in, and the weight of responsibility on
me.
Do the people of the South really entertain fears that a Republican administration would,
directly, or indirectly, interfere with their slaves, or with them, about their slaves? If they do, I
wish to assure you, as once a friend, and still, I hope, not an enemy, that there is no cause for
such fears.
The South would be in no more danger in this respect, than it was in the days of
Washington. I suppose, however, this does not meet the case. You think slavery is right and
ought to be extended; while we think it is wrong and ought to be restricted. That I suppose is the
rub. It certainly is the only substantial difference between us. Yours very truly.
A. Lincoln

Source: Roy P. Basler, ed. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln (9 vols., New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1953): 4: 160-1.
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Constitution of the Confederate States of America
March 11, 1861
Preamble
We, the people of the Confederate States, each State acting in its sovereign and
independent character, in order to form a permanent federal government, establish justice,
insure domestic tranquillity, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity invoking the favor and guidance of Almighty God do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the Confederate States of America.
Article I
Section I. All legislative powers herein delegated shall be vested in a Congress of the
Confederate States, which shall consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.
Sec. 2. The House of Representatives shall be composed of members chosen every
second year by the people of the several States; and the electors in each State shall be
citizens of the Confederate States, and have the qualifications requisite for electors of the
most numerous branch of the State Legislature; but no person of foreign birth, not a
citizen of the Confederate States, shall be allowed to vote for any officer, civil or
political, State or Federal.
(2) No person shall be a Representative who shall not have attained the age of twenty-five
years, and be a citizen of the Confederate States, and who shall not when elected, be an
inhabitant of that State in which he shall be chosen.
(3) Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several States, which
may be included within this Confederacy, according to their respective numbers, which
shall be determined by adding to the whole number of free persons, including those
bound to service for a term of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all
slaves. The actual enumeration shall be made within three years after the first meeting of
the Congress of the Confederate States, and within every subsequent term of ten years, in
such manner as they shall by law direct. The number of Representatives shall not exceed
one for every fifty thousand, but each State shall have at least one Representative; and
until such enumeration shall be made, the State of South Carolina shall be entitled to
choose six; the State of Georgia ten; the State of Alabama nine; the State of Florida two;
the State of Mississippi seven; the State of Louisiana six; and the State of Texas six.
(4) When vacancies happen in the representation from any State the executive authority
thereof shall issue writs of election to fill such vacancies.
(5) The House of Representatives shall choose their Speaker and other officers; and shall
have the sole power of impeachment; except that any judicial or other Federal officer,
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resident and acting solely within the limits of any State, may be impeached by a vote of
two-thirds of both branches of the Legislature thereof.
Sec. 3. The Senate of the Confederate States shall be composed of two Senators from
each State, chosen for six years by the Legislature thereof, at the regular session next
immediately preceding the commencement of the term of service; and each Senator shall
have one vote.
(2) Immediately after they shall be assembled, in consequence of the first election, they
shall be divided as equally as may be into three classes. The seats of the Senators of the
first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the second year; of the second class at the
expiration of the fourth year; and of the third class at the expiration of the sixth year; so
that one-third may be chosen every second year; and if vacancies happen by resignation,
or other wise, during the recess of the Legislature of any State, the Executive thereof may
make temporary appointments until the next meeting of the Legislature, which shall then
fill such vacancies.
(3) No person shall be a Senator who shall not have attained the age of thirty years, and
be a citizen of the Confederate States; and who shall not, then elected, be an inhabitant of
the State for which he shall be chosen.
(4) The Vice President of the Confederate States shall be president of the Senate, but shall
have no vote unless they be equally divided.
(5) The Senate shall choose their other officers; and also a president pro tempore in the
absence of the Vice President, or when he shall exercise the office of President of the
Confederate states.
(6) The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeachments. When sitting for that
purpose, they shall be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the Confederate
States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside; and no person shall be convicted without
the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.
(7) Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend further than to removal from
office, and disqualification to hold any office of honor, trust, or profit under the
Confederate States; but the party convicted shall, nevertheless, be liable and subject to
indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment according to law.
Sec. 4. The times, places, and manner of holding elections for Senators and
Representatives shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof, subject to the
provisions of this Constitution; but the Congress may, at any time, by law, make or alter
such regulations, except as to the times and places of choosing Senators.
(2) The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year; and such meeting shall be on
the first Monday in December, unless they shall, by law, appoint a different day.
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Sec. 5. Each House shall be the judge of the elections, returns, and qualifications of
its own members, and a majority of each shall constitute a quorum to do business; but a
smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and may be authorized to compel the
attendance of absent members, in such manner and under such penalties as each House
may provide.
(2) Each House may determine the rules of its proceedings, punish its members for
disorderly behavior, and, with the concurrence of two-thirds of the whole number, expel a
member.
(3) Each House shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and from time to time publish the
same, excepting such parts as may in their judgment require secrecy; and the yeas and
nays of the members of either House, on any question, shall, at the desire of one-fifth of
those present, be entered on the journal.
(4) Neither House, during the session of Congress, shall, without the consent of the other,
adjourn for more than three days, nor to any other place than that in which the two
Houses shall be sitting.
Sec. 6. The Senators and Representatives shall receive a compensation for their
services, to be ascertained by law, and paid out of the Treasury of the Confederate States.
They shall, in all cases, except treason, felony, and breach of the peace, be privileged
from arrest during their attendance at the session of their respective Houses, and in going
to and returning from the same; and for any speech or debate in either House, they shall
not be questioned in any other place. 'o Senator or Representative shall, during the time
for which he was elected, be appointed to any civil office under the authority of the
Confederate States, which shall have been created, or the emoluments whereof shall have
been increased during such time; and no person holding any office under the Confederate
States shall be a member of either House during his continuance in office. But Congress
may, by law, grant to the principal officer in each of the Executive Departments a seat
upon the floor of either House, with the privilege of discussing any measures appertaining
to his department.
Sec. 7. All bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives;
but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments, as on other bills.
(2) Every bill which shall have passed both Houses, shall, before it becomes a law, be
presented to the President of the Confederate States; if he approve, he shall sign it; but if
not, he shall return it, with his objections, to that House in which it shall have originated,
who shall enter the objections at large on their journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If,
after such reconsideration, two-thirds of that House shall agree to pass the bill, it shall be
sent, together with the objections, to the other House, by which it shall likewise be
reconsidered, and if approved by two-thirds of that House, it shall become a law. But in
all such cases, the votes of both Houses shall be determined by yeas and nays, and the
names of the persons voting for and against the bill shall be entered on the journal of each
House respectively. If any bill shall not be returned by the President within ten days
(Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to him, the same shall be a law, in
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like manner as if he had signed it, unless the Congress, by their adjournment, prevent its
return; in which case it shall not be a law. The President may approve any appropriation
and disapprove any other appropriation in the same bill. In such case he shall, in signing
the bill, designate the appropriations disapproved; and shall return a copy of such
appropriations, with his objections, to the House in which the bill shall have originated;
and the same proceedings shall then be had as in case of other bills disapproved by the
President.
(3) Every order, resolution, or vote, to which the concurrence of both Houses may be
necessary (except on a question of adjournment) shall be presented to the President of the
Confederate States; and before the same shall take effect, shall be approved by him; or,
being disapproved by him, shall be repassed by two-thirds of both Houses, according to
the rules and limitations prescribed in case of a bill.
Sec. 8. The Congress shall have power- To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and
excises for revenue, necessary to pay the debts, provide for the common defense, and
carry on the Government of the Confederate States; but no bounties shall be granted from
the Treasury; nor shall any duties or taxes on importations from foreign nations be laid to
promote or foster any branch of industry; and all duties, imposts, and excises shall be
uniform throughout the Confederate States.
(2) To borrow money on the credit of the Confederate States.
(3) To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States, and with
the Indian tribes; but neither this, nor any other clause contained in the Constitution, shall
ever be construed to delegate the power to Congress to appropriate money for any
internal improvement intended to facilitate commerce; except for the purpose of
furnishing lights, beacons, and buoys, and other aids to navigation upon the coasts, and
the improvement of harbors and the removing of obstructions in river navigation; in all
which cases such duties shall be laid on the navigation facilitated thereby as may be
necessary to pay the costs and expenses thereof.
(4) To establish uniform laws of naturalization, and uniform laws on the subject of
bankruptcies, throughout the Confederate States; but no law of Congress shall discharge
any debt contracted before the passage of the same.
(5) To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the standard of
weights and measures.
(6) To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and current coin of the
Confederate States.
(7) To establish post offices and post routes; but the expenses of the Post Office
Department, after the 1st day of March in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, shall be paid out of its own revenues.
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(8) To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited times to
authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.
(9) To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court.
(10) To define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas, and offenses
against the law of nations.
(11) To declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules concerning
captures on land and water.
(12) To raise and support armies; but no appropriation of money to that use shall be for a
longer term than two years.
(13) To provide and maintain a navy.
(14) To make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval

forces.

(15) To provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the Confederate States,
suppress insurrections, and repel invasions.
(16) To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and for governing
such part of them as may be employed in the service of the Confederate States; reserving
to the States, respectively, the appointment of the officers, and the authority of training the
militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress.
(17) To exercise exclusive legislation, in all cases whatsoever, over such district (not
exceeding ten miles square) as may, by cession of one or more States and the acceptance
of Congress, become the seat of the Government of the Confederate States; and to
exercise like authority over all places purchased by the consent of the Legislature of the
State in which the same shall be, for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dockyards,
and other needful buildings; and
(18) To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the
foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of
the Confederate States, or in any department or officer thereof.
Sec. 9. The importation of negroes of the African race from any foreign country other
than the slaveholding States or Territories of the United States of America, is hereby
forbidden; and Congress is required to pass such laws as shall effectually prevent the
same.
(2) Congress shall also have power to prohibit the introduction of slaves from any State
not a member of, or Territory not belonging to, this Confederacy.
(3) The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in
cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may require it.
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(4) No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, or law denying or impairing the right of
property in negro slaves shall be passed.
(5) No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to the census or
enumeration hereinbefore directed to be taken.
(6) No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State, except by a vote of
two-thirds of both Houses.
(7) No preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue to the ports of
one State over those of another.
(8) No money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in consequence of appropriations
made by law; and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expenditures of all
public money shall be published from time to time.
(9) Congress shall appropriate no money from the Treasury except by a vote of two-thirds
of both Houses, taken by yeas and nays, unless it be asked and estimated for by some one
of the heads of departments and submitted to Congress by the President; or for the
purpose of paying its own expenses and contingencies; or for the payment of claims
against the Confederate States, the justice of which shall have been judicially declared by
a tribunal for the investigation of claims against the Government, which it is hereby made
the duty of Congress to establish.
(10) All bills appropriating money shall specify in Federal currency the exact amount of
each appropriation and the purposes for which it is made; and Congress shall grant no
extra compensation to any public contractor, officer, agent, or servant, after such contract
shall have been made or such service rendered.
(11) No title of nobility shall be granted by the Confederate States; and no person holding
any office of profit or trust under them shall, without the consent of the Congress, accept
of any present, emolument, office, or title of any kind whatever, from any king, prince, or
foreign state.
(12) Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right
of the people peaceably to assemble and petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.
(13) A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of
the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.
(14) No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any house without the consent of
the owner; nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.
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(15) The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated; and no warrants shall
issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly
describing the place to be searched and the persons or things to be seized.
(16) No person shall be held to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous crime, unless
on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger; nor shall
any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor
be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a witness against himself; nor be deprived of
life, liberty, or property without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken
for public use, without just compensation.
(17) In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public
trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses
against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor; and to have
the assistance of counsel for his defense.
(18) In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars,
the right of trial by jury shall be preserved; and no fact so tried by a jury shall be
otherwise reexamined in any court of the Confederacy, than according to the rules of
common law.
(19) Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and
unusual punishments inflicted.
(20) Every law, or resolution having the force of law, shall relate to but one subject, and
that shall be expressed in the title.
Sec. 10. No State shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation; grant letters
of marque and reprisal; coin money; make anything but gold and silver coin a tender in
payment of debts; pass any bill of attainder, or ex post facto law, or law impairing the
obligation of contracts; or grant any title of nobility.
(2) No State shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay any imposts or duties on
imports or exports, except what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection
laws; and the net produce of all duties and imposts, laid by any State on imports, or
exports, shall be for the use of the Treasury of the Confederate States; and all such laws
shall be subject to the revision and control of Congress.
(3) No State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any duty on tonnage, except on
seagoing vessels, for the improvement of its rivers and harbors navigated by the said
vessels; but such duties shall not conflict with any treaties of the Confederate States with
foreign nations; and any surplus revenue thus derived shall, after making such
improvement, be paid into the common treasury. Nor shall any State keep troops or ships
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of war in time of peace, enter into any agreement or compact with another State, or with a
foreign power, or engage in war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as
will not admit of delay. But when any river divides or flows through two or more States
they may enter into compacts with each other to improve the navigation thereof.
ARTICLE II
Section I. The executive power shall be vested in a President of the Confederate
States of America. He and the Vice President shall hold their offices for the term of six
years; but the President shall not be reeligible. The President and Vice President shall be
elected as follows:
(2) Each State shall appoint, in such manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a
number of electors equal to the whole number of Senators and Representatives to which
the State may be entitled in the Congress; but no Senator or Representative or person
holding an office of trust or profit under the Confederate States shall be appointed an
elector.
(3) The electors shall meet in their respective States and vote by ballot for President and
Vice President, one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same State with
themselves; they shall name in their ballots the person voted for as President, and in
distinct ballots the person voted for as Vice President, and they shall make distinct lists of
all persons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for as Vice President, and of
the number of votes for each, which lists they shall sign and certify, and transmit, sealed,
to the seat of the Government of the Confederate States, directed to the President of the
Senate; the President of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of
Representatives, open all the certificates, and the votes shall then be counted; the person
having the greatest number of votes for President shall be the President, if such number
be a majority of the whole number of electors appointed; and if no person have such
majority, then from the persons having the highest numbers, not exceeding three, on the
list of those voted for as President, the House of Representatives shall choose
immediately, by ballot, the President. But in choosing the President the votes shall be
taken by States, the representation from each State having one vote; a quorum for this
purpose shall consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the States, and a
majority of all the States shall be necessary to a choice. And if the House of
Representatives shall not choose a President, whenever the right of choice shall devolve
upon them, before the 4th day of March next following, then the Vice President shall act
as President, as in case of the death, or other constitutional disability of the President.
(4) The person having the greatest number of votes as Vice President shall be the Vice
President, if such number be a majority of the whole number of electors appointed; and if
no person have a majority, then, from the two highest numbers on the list, the Senate
shall choose the Vice President; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of
the whole number of Senators, and a majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a
choice.
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(5) But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of President shall be eligible to
that of Vice President of the Confederate States.
(6) The Congress may determine the time of choosing the electors, and the day on which
they shall give their votes; which day shall be the same throughout the Confederate
States.
(7) No person except a natural-born citizen of the Confederate; States, or a citizen thereof
at the time of the adoption of this Constitution, or a citizen thereof born in the United
States prior to the 20th of December, 1860, shall be eligible to the office of President;
neither shall any person be eligible to that office who shall not have attained the age of
thirty-five years, and been fourteen years a resident within the limits of the Confederate
States, as they may exist at the time of his election.
(8) In case of the removal of the President from office, or of his death, resignation, or
inability to discharge the powers and duties of said office, the same shall devolve on the
Vice President; and the Congress may, by law, provide for the case of removal, death,
resignation, or inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what officer
shall then act as President; and such officer shall act accordingly until the disability be
removed or a President shall be elected.
(9) The President shall, at stated times, receive for his services a compensation, which
shall neither be increased nor diminished during the period for which he shall have been
elected; and he shall not receive within that period any other emolument from the
Confederate States, or any of them.
(10) Before he enters on the execution of his office he shall take the following oath or
affirmation: “I do solemnly (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the office of President
of the Confederate States, and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect, and defend
the Constitution thereof.”
Sec. 2. The President shall be Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy of the
Confederate States, and of the militia of the several States, when called into the actual
service of the Confederate States; he may require the opinion, in writing, of the principal
officer in each of the Executive Departments, upon any subject relating to the duties of
their respective offices; and he shall have power to grant reprieves and pardons for
offenses against the Confederate States, except in cases of impeachment.
(2) He shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make
treaties; provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur; and he shall nominate, and
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate shall appoint, ambassadors, other public
ministers and consuls, judges of the Supreme Court, and all other officers of the
Confederate States whose appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which
shall be established by law; but the Congress may, by law, vest the appointment of such
inferior officers, as they think proper, in the President alone, in the courts of law, or in the
heads of departments.
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(3) The principal officer in each of the Executive Departments, and all persons connected
with the diplomatic service, may be removed from office at the pleasure of the President.
All other civil officers of the Executive Departments may be removed at any time by the
President, or other appointing power, when their services are unnecessary, or for
dishonesty, incapacity, inefficiency, misconduct, or neglect of duty; and when so
removed, the removal shall be reported to the Senate, together with the reasons therefore.
(4) The President shall have power to fill all vacancies that may happen during the recess
of the Senate, by granting commissions which shall expire at the end of their next session;
but no person rejected by the Senate shall be reappointed to the same office during their
ensuing recess.
Sec. 3. The President shall, from time to time, give to the Congress information of
the state of the Confederacy, and recommend to their consideration such measures as he
shall judge necessary and expedient; he may, on extraordinary occasions, convene both
Houses, or either of them; and in case of disagreement between them, with respect to the
time of adjournment, he may adjourn them to such time as he shall think proper; he shall
receive ambassadors and other public ministers; he shall take care that the laws be
faithfully executed, and shall commission all the officers of the Confederate States.
Sec. 4. The President, Vice President, and all civil officers of the Confederate States,
shall be removed from office on impeachment for and conviction of treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors.
ARTICLE III
Section I. The judicial power of the Confederate States shall be vested in one
Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts as the Congress may, from time to time,
ordain and establish. The judges, both of the Supreme and inferior courts, shall hold their
offices during good behavior, and shall, at stated times, receive for their services a
compensation which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office.
Sec. 2. The judicial power shall extend to all cases arising under this Constitution,
the laws of the Confederate States, and treaties made, or which shall be made, under their
authority; to all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls; to all
cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction; to controversies to which the Confederate
States shall be a party; to controversies between two or more States; between a State and
citizens of another State, where the State is plaintiff; between citizens claiming lands
under grants of different States; and between a State or the citizens thereof, and foreign
states, citizens, or subjects; but no State shall be sued by a citizen or subject of any
foreign state.
(2) In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, and those in
which a State shall be a party, the Supreme Court shall have original jurisdiction. In all
the other cases before mentioned, the Supreme Court shall have appellate jurisdiction
both as to law and fact, with such exceptions and under such regulations as the Congress
shall make.
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(3) The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment, shall be by jury, and such trial
shall be held in the State where the said crimes shall have been committed; but when not
committed within any State, the trial shall be at such place or places as the Congress may
by law have directed.
Sec. 3. Treason against the Confederate States shall consist only in levying war
against them, or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort. No person
shall be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt
act, or on confession in open court.
(2) The Congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason; but no attainder
of treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture, except during the life of the
person attainted.
ARTICLE IV
Section I. Full faith and credit shall be given in each State to the public acts, records,
and judicial proceedings of every other State; and the Congress may, by general laws,
prescribe the manner in which such acts, records, and proceedings shall be proved, and
the effect thereof.
Sec. 2. The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all the privileges and immunities
of citizens in the several States; and shall have the right of transit and sojourn in any State
of this Confederacy, with their slaves and other property; and the right of property in said
slaves shall not be thereby impaired.
(2) A person charged in any State with treason, felony, or other crime against the laws of
such State, who shall flee from justice, and be found in another State, shall, on demand of
the executive authority of the State from which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed to
the State having jurisdiction of the crime.
(3) No slave or other person held to service or labor in any State or Territory of the
Confederate States, under the laws thereof, escaping or lawfully carried into another,
shall, in consequence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such service or
labor; but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such slave belongs,. or to
whom such service or labor may be due.
Sec. 3. Other States may be admitted into this Confederacy by a vote of two-thirds of
the whole House of Representatives and two-thirds of the Senate, the Senate voting by
States; but no new State shall be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of any other
State, nor any State be formed by the junction of two or more States, or parts of States,
without the consent of the Legislatures of the States concerned, as well as of the
Congress.
(2) The Congress shall have power to dispose of and make all needful rules and
regulations concerning the property of the Confederate States, including the lands thereof.
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(3) The Confederate States may acquire new territory; and Congress shall have power to
legislate and provide governments for the inhabitants of all territory belonging to the
Confederate States, lying without the limits of the several Sates; and may permit them, at
such times, and in such manner as it may by law provide, to form States to be admitted
into the Confederacy. In all such territory the institution of negro slavery, as it now exists
in the Confederate States, shall be recognized and protected be Congress and by the
Territorial government; and the inhabitants of the several Confederate States and
Territories shall have the right to take to such Territory any slaves lawfully held by them
in any of the States or Territories of the Confederate States.
(4) The Confederate States shall guarantee to every State that now is, or hereafter may
become, a member of this Confederacy, a republican form of government; and shall
protect each of them against invasion; and on application of the Legislature or of the
Executive when the Legislature is not in session) against domestic violence.
ARTICLE V
Section I. Upon the demand of any three States, legally assembled in their several
conventions, the Congress shall summon a convention of all the States, to take into
consideration such amendments to the Constitution as the said States shall concur in
suggesting at the time when the said demand is made; and should any of the proposed
amendments to the Constitution be agreed on by the said convention, voting by States,
and the same be ratified by the Legislatures of two- thirds of the several States, or by
conventions in two-thirds thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratification may be
proposed by the general convention, they shall thenceforward form a part of this
Constitution. But no State shall, without its consent, be deprived of its equal
representation in the Senate.
ARTICLE VI
I. The Government established by this Constitution is the successor of the Provisional
Government of the Confederate States of America, and all the laws passed by the latter
shall continue in force until the same shall be repealed or modified; and all the officers
appointed by the same shall remain in office until their successors are appointed and
qualified, or the offices abolished.
2. All debts contracted and engagements entered into before the adoption of this
Constitution shall be as valid against the Confederate States under this Constitution, as
under the Provisional Government.
3. This Constitution, and the laws of the Confederate States made in pursuance thereof,
and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the Confederate
States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the judges in every State shall be bound
thereby, anything in the constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.
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4. The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and the members of the several
State Legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of the Confederate States
and of the several States, shall be bound by oath or affirmation to support this
Constitution; but no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or
public trust under the Confederate States.
5. The enumeration, in the Constitution, of certain rights shall not be construed to deny or
disparage others retained by the people of the several States.
6. The powers not delegated to the Confederate States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the States, are reserved to the States, respectively, or to the people thereof.
ARTICLE VII
I. The ratification of the conventions of five States shall be sufficient for the
establishment of this Constitution between the States so ratifying the same.
2. When five States shall have ratified this Constitution, in the manner before specified,
the Congress under the Provisional Constitution shall prescribe the time for holding the
election of President and Vice President; and for the meeting of the Electoral College;
and for counting the votes, and inaugurating the President. They shall, also, prescribe the
time for holding the first election of members of Congress under this Constitution, and
the time for assembling the same. Until the assembling of such Congress, the Congress
under the Provisional Constitution shall continue to exercise the legislative powers
granted them; not extending beyond the time limited by the Constitution of the
Provisional Government.
Adopted unanimously by the Congress of the Confederate States of South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, sitting in convention at the
capitol, the city of Montgomery, Ala., on the eleventh day of March, in the year eighteen
hundred and Sixty-one.
HOWELL COBB, President of the Congress.
South Carolina: R. Barnwell Rhett, C. G. Memminger, Wm. Porcher Miles, James Chesnut,
Jr., R. W. Barnwell, William W. Boyce, Lawrence M. Keitt, T. J. Withers.
Georgia: Francis S. Bartow, Martin J. Crawford, Benjamin H. Hill, Thos. R. R. Cobb.
Florida: Jackson Morton, J. Patton Anderson, Jas. B. Owens.
Alabama: Richard W. Walker, Robt. H. Smith, Colin J. McRae, William P. Chilton, Stephen
F. Hale, David P. Lewis, Tho. Fearn, Jno. Gill Shorter, J. L. M. Curry.
Mississippi: Alex. M. Clayton, James T. Harrison, William S. Barry, W. S. Wilson, Walker
Brooke, W. P. Harris, J. A. P. Campbell.
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Louisiana: Alex. de Clouet, C. M. Conrad, Duncan F. Kenner, Henry Marshall.
Texas: John Hemphill, Thomas N. Waul, John H. Reagan, Williamson S. Oldham, Louis T.
Wigfall, John Gregg, William Beck Ochiltree.
Source: James D. Richardson, ed. A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the
Confederacy (2 vols., Nashville, 1905) 1: 37-54.
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Alexander Stephens’s “Cornerstone Speech”
March 21, 1861, Savannah, Georgia

When perfect quiet is restored, I shall proceed. I cannot speak so long as there is any
noise or confusion. I shall take my time—I feel quite prepared to spend the night with you if
necessary. I very much regret that everyone who desires cannot hear what I have to say. Not that
I have any display to make, or anything very entertaining to present, but such views as I have to
give, I wish all, not only in this city, but in this State, and throughout our Confederate Republic,
could hear, who have a desire to hear them.
I was remarking that we are passing through one of the greatest revolutions in the annals
of the world. Seven States have within the last three months thrown off an old government and
formed a new. This revolution has been signally marked, up to this time, by the fact of its having
been accomplished without the loss of a single drop of blood.
This new constitution, or form of government, constitutes the subject to which your
attention will be partly invited. In reference to it, I make this first general remark: it amply
secures all our ancient rights, franchises, and liberties. All the great principles of Magna Charta
are retained in it. No citizen is deprived of life, liberty, or property, but by the judgment of his
peers under the laws of the land. The great principle of religious liberty, which was the honor
and pride of the old constitution, is still maintained and secured. All the essentials of the old
constitution, which have endeared it to the hearts of the American people, have been preserved
and perpetuated. Some changes have been made. Some of these I should have preferred not to
have seen made; but other important changes do meet my cordial approbation. They form great
improvements upon the old constitution. So, taking the whole new constitution, I have no
hesitancy in giving it as my judgment that it is decidedly better than the old.
Allow me briefly to allude to some of these improvements. The question of building up
class interests, or fostering one branch of industry to the prejudice of another under the exercise
of the revenue power, which gave us so much trouble under the old constitution, is put at rest
forever under the new. We allow the imposition of no duty with a view of giving advantage to
one class of persons, in any trade or business, over those of another. All, under our system, stand
upon the same broad principles of perfect equality. Honest labor and enterprise are left free and
unrestricted in whatever pursuit they may be engaged. This old thorn of the tariff, which was the
cause of so much irritation in the old body politic, is removed forever from the new.
Again, the subject of internal improvements, under the power of Congress to regulate
commerce, is put at rest under our system. The power, claimed by construction under the old
constitution, was at least a doubtful one; it rested solely upon construction. We of the South,
generally apart from considerations of constitutional principles, opposed its exercise upon
grounds of its inexpediency and injustice. Notwithstanding this opposition, millions of money,
from the common treasury had been drawn for such purposes. Our opposition sprang from no
hostility to commerce, or to all necessary aids for facilitating it. With us it was simply a question
upon whom the burden should fall. In Georgia, for instance, we have done as much for the cause
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of internal improvements as any other portion of the country, according to population and means.
We have stretched out lines of railroads from the seaboard to the mountains; dug down the hills,
and filled up the valleys at a cost of not less than $25,000,000. All this was done to open an
outlet for our products of the interior, and those to the west of us, to reach the marts of the world.
No State was in greater need of such facilities than Georgia, but we did not ask that these works
should be made by appropriations out of the common treasury. The cost of the grading, the
superstructure, and the equipment of our roads was borne by those who had entered into the
enterprise. Nay, more not only the cost of the iron—no small item in the aggregate cost—was
borne in the same way, but we were compelled to pay into the common treasury several millions
of dollars for the privilege of importing the iron, after the price was paid for it abroad. What
justice was there in taking this money, which our people paid into the common treasury on the
importation of our iron, and applying it to the improvement of rivers and harbors elsewhere? The
true principle is to subject the commerce of every locality, to whatever burdens may be necessary
to facilitate it. If Charleston harbor needs improvement, let the commerce of Charleston bear the
burden. If the mouth of the Savannah river has to be cleared out, let the sea-going navigation
which is benefited by it, bear the burden. So with the mouths of the Alabama and Mississippi
river. Just as the products of the interior, our cotton, wheat, corn, and other articles, have to bear
the necessary rates of freight over our railroads to reach the seas. This is again the broad
principle of perfect equality and justice, and it is especially set forth and established in our new
constitution.
Another feature to which I will allude is that the new constitution provides that cabinet
ministers and heads of departments may have the privilege of seats upon the floor of the Senate
and House of Representatives and may have the right to participate in the debates and
discussions upon the various subjects of administration. I should have preferred that this
provision should have gone further, and required the President to select his constitutional
advisers from the Senate and House of Representatives. That would have conformed entirely to
the practice in the British Parliament, which, in my judgment, is one of the wisest provisions in
the British constitution. It is the only feature that saves that government. It is that which gives it
stability in its facility to change its administration. Ours, as it is, is a great approximation to the
right principle.
Under the old constitution, a secretary of the treasury for instance, had no opportunity,
save by his annual reports, of presenting any scheme or plan of finance or other matter. He had
no opportunity of explaining, expounding, enforcing, or defending his views of policy; his only
resort was through the medium of an organ. In the British parliament, the premier brings in his
budget and stands before the nation responsible for its every item. If it is indefensible, he falls
before the attacks upon it, as he ought to. This will now be the case to a limited extent under our
system. In the new constitution, provision has been made by which our heads of departments can
speak for themselves and the administration, in behalf of its entire policy, without resorting to
the indirect and highly objectionable medium of a newspaper. It is to be greatly hoped that under
our system we shall never have what is known as a government organ.
Another change in the constitution relates to the length of the tenure of the presidential
office. In the new constitution it is six years instead of four, and the President rendered ineligible
for a re-election. This is certainly a decidedly conservative change. It will remove from the
incumbent all temptation to use his office or exert the powers confided to him for any objects of
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personal ambition. The only incentive to that higher ambition which should move and actuate
one holding such high trusts in his hands, will be the good of the people, the advancement,
prosperity, happiness, safety, honor, and true glory of the confederacy.
But not to be tedious in enumerating the numerous changes for the better, allow me to
allude to one other—though last, not least. The new constitution has put at rest, forever, all the
agitating questions relating to our peculiar institution—African slavery as it exists amongst us—
the proper status of the negro in our form of civilization. This was the immediate cause of the
late rupture and present revolution. Jefferson in his forecast, had anticipated this, as the "rock
upon which the old Union would split." He was right. What was conjecture with him, is now a
realized fact. But whether he fully comprehended the great truth upon which that rock stood and
stands, may be doubted. The prevailing ideas entertained by him and most of the leading
statesmen at the time of the formation of the old constitution, were that the enslavement of the
African was in violation of the laws of nature; that it was wrong in principle, socially, morally,
and politically. It was an evil they knew not well how to deal with, but the general opinion of the
men of that day was that, somehow or other in the order of Providence, the institution would be
evanescent and pass away. This idea, though not incorporated in the constitution, was the
prevailing idea at that time. The constitution, it is true, secured every essential guarantee to the
institution while it should last, and hence no argument can be justly urged against the
constitutional guarantees thus secured, because of the common sentiment of the day. Those
ideas, however, were fundamentally wrong. They rested upon the assumption of the equality of
races. This was an error. It was a sandy foundation, and the government built upon it fell when
the "storm came and the wind blew."
Our new government is founded upon exactly the opposite idea; its foundations are laid,
its corner-stone rests, upon the great truth that the negro is not equal to the white man; that
slavery—subordination to the superior race—is his natural and normal condition. This, our new
government, is the first, in the history of the world, based upon this great physical, philosophical,
and moral truth. This truth has been slow in the process of its development, like all other truths in
the various departments of science. It has been so even amongst us. Many who hear me, perhaps,
can recollect well, that this truth was not generally admitted, even within their day. The errors of
the past generation still clung to many as late as twenty years ago. Those at the North, who still
cling to these errors, with a zeal above knowledge, we justly denominate fanatics. All fanaticism
springs from an aberration of the mind—from a defect in reasoning. It is a species of insanity.
One of the most striking characteristics of insanity, in many instances, is forming correct
conclusions from fancied or erroneous premises; so with the anti-slavery fanatics. Their
conclusions are right if their premises were. They assume that the negro is equal, and hence
conclude that he is entitled to equal privileges and rights with the white man. If their premises
were correct, their conclusions would be logical and just—but their premise being wrong, their
whole argument fails. I recollect once of having heard a gentleman from one of the northern
States, of great power and ability, announce in the House of Representatives, with imposing
effect, that we of the South would be compelled, ultimately, to yield upon this subject of slavery,
that it was as impossible to war successfully against a principle in politics, as it was in physics or
mechanics. That the principle would ultimately prevail. That we, in maintaining slavery as it
exists with us, were warring against a principle, a principle founded in nature, the principle of the
equality of men. The reply I made to him was, that upon his own grounds, we should, ultimately,
succeed, and that he and his associates, in this crusade against our institutions, would ultimately
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fail. The truth announced, that it was as impossible to war successfully against a principle in
politics as it was in physics and mechanics, I admitted; but told him that it was he, and those
acting with him, who were warring against a principle. They were attempting to make things
equal which the Creator had made unequal.
In the conflict thus far, success has been on our side, complete throughout the length and
breadth of the Confederate States. It is upon this, as I have stated, our social fabric is firmly
planted; and I cannot permit myself to doubt the ultimate success of a full recognition of this
principle throughout the civilized and enlightened world.
As I have stated, the truth of this principle may be slow in development, as all truths are
and ever have been, in the various branches of science. It was so with the principles announced
by Galileo—it was so with Adam Smith and his principles of political economy. It was so with
Harvey, and his theory of the circulation of the blood. It is stated that not a single one of the
medical profession, living at the time of the announcement of the truths made by him, admitted
them. Now, they are universally acknowledged. May we not, therefore, look with confidence to
the ultimate universal acknowledgment of the truths upon which our system rests? It is the first
government ever instituted upon the principles in strict conformity to nature, and the ordination
of Providence, in furnishing the materials of human society. Many governments have been
founded upon the principle of the subordination and serfdom of certain classes of the same race;
such were and are in violation of the laws of nature. Our system commits no such violation of
nature’s laws. With us, all of the white race, however high or low, rich or poor, are equal in the
eye of the law. Not so with the negro. Subordination is his place. He, by nature, or by the curse
against Canaan, is fitted for that condition which he occupies in our system. The architect, in the
construction of buildings, lays the foundation with the proper material-the granite; then comes
the brick or the marble. The substratum of our society is made of the material fitted by nature for
it, and by experience we know that it is best, not only for the superior, but for the inferior race,
that it should be so. It is, indeed, in conformity with the ordinance of the Creator. It is not for us
to inquire into the wisdom of His ordinances, or to question them. For His own purposes, He has
made one race to differ from another, as He has made "one star to differ from another star in
glory." The great objects of humanity are best attained when there is conformity to His laws and
decrees, in the formation of governments as well as in all things else. Our confederacy is founded
upon principles in strict conformity with these laws. This stone which was rejected by the first
builders "is become the chief of the corner"—the real "corner-stone"—in our new edifice. I have
been asked, what of the future? It has been apprehended by some that we would have arrayed
against us the civilized world. I care not who or how many they may be against us, when we
stand upon the eternal principles of truth, if we are true to ourselves and the principles for which
we contend, we are obliged to, and must triumph.
Thousands of people who begin to understand these truths are not yet completely out of
the shell; they do not see them in their length and breadth. We hear much of the civilization and
Christianization of the barbarous tribes of Africa. In my judgment, those ends will never be
attained, but by first teaching them the lesson taught to Adam, that "in the sweat of his brow he
should eat his bread," and teaching them to work, and feed, and clothe themselves.
But to pass on: Some have propounded the inquiry whether it is practicable for us to go
on with the confederacy without further accessions? Have we the means and ability to maintain
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nationality among the powers of the earth? On this point I would barely say, that as anxiously as
we all have been, and are, for the border States, with institutions similar to ours, to join us, still
we are abundantly able to maintain our position, even if they should ultimately make up their
minds not to cast their destiny with us. That they ultimately will join us—be compelled to do it—
is my confident belief; but we can get on very well without them, even if they should not.
We have all the essential elements of a high national career. The idea has been given out
at the North, and even in the border States, that we are too small and too weak to maintain a
separate nationality. This is a great mistake. In extent of territory we embrace five hundred and
sixty-four thousand square miles and upward. This is upward of two hundred thousand square
miles more than was included within the limits of the original thirteen States. It is an area of
country more than double the territory of France or the Austrian empire. France, in round
numbers, has but two hundred and twelve thousand square miles. Austria, in round numbers, has
two hundred and forty-eight thousand square miles. Ours is greater than both combined. It is
greater than all France, Spain, Portugal, and Great Britain, including England, Ireland, and
Scotland, together. In population we have upward of five millions, according to the census of
1860; this includes white and black. The entire population, including white and black, of the
original thirteen States, was less than four millions in 1790, and still less in ’76, when the
independence of our fathers was achieved. If they, with a less population, dared maintain their
independence against the greatest power on earth, shall we have any apprehension of maintaining
ours now?
In point of material wealth and resources, we are greatly in advance of them. The taxable
property of the Confederate States cannot be less than twenty-two hundred millions of dollars!
This, I think I venture but little in saying, may be considered as five times more than the colonies
possessed at the time they achieved their independence. Georgia, alone, possessed last year,
according to the report of our comptroller-general, six hundred and seventy-two millions of
taxable property. The debts of the seven confederate States sum up in the aggregate less than
eighteen millions, while the existing debts of the other of the late United States sum up in the
aggregate the enormous amount of one hundred and seventy-four millions of dollars. This is
without taking into account the heavy city debts, corporation debts, and railroad debts, which
press, and will continue to press, as a heavy incubus upon the resources of those States. These
debts, added to others, make a sum total not much under five hundred millions of dollars. With
such an area of territory as we have-with such an amount of population-with a climate and soil
unsurpassed by any on the face of the earth-with such resources already at our command-with
productions which control the commerce of the world-who can entertain any apprehensions as to
our ability to succeed, whether others join us or not?
It is true, I believe I state but the common sentiment, when I declare my earnest desire
that the border States should join us. The differences of opinion that existed among us anterior to
secession, related more to the policy in securing that result by co-operation than from any
difference upon the ultimate security we all looked to in common.
These differences of opinion were more in reference to policy than principle, and as Mr.
Jefferson said in his inaugural, in 1801, after the heated contest preceding his election, that there
might be differences of opinion without differences on principle, and that all, to some extent, had
been Federalists and all Republicans; so it may now be said of us, that whatever differences of
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opinion as to the best policy in having a co-operation with our border sister slave States, if the
worst came to the worst, that as we were all co-operationists, we are now all for independence,
whether they come or not.
In this connection I take this occasion to state, that I was not without grave and serious
apprehensions, that if the worst came to the worst, and cutting loose from the old government
should be the only remedy for our safety and security, it would be attended with much more
serious ills than it has been as yet. Thus far we have seen none of those incidents which usually
attend revolutions. No such material as such convulsions usually throw up has been seen.
Wisdom, prudence, and patriotism, have marked every step of our progress thus far. This augurs
well for the future, and it is a matter of sincere gratification to me, that I am enabled to make the
declaration. Of the men I met in the Congress at Montgomery, I may be pardoned for saying this,
an abler, wiser, a more conservative, deliberate, determined, resolute, and patriotic body of men,
I never met in my life. Their works speak for them; the provisional government speaks for them;
the constitution of the permanent government will be a lasting monument of their worth, merit,
and statesmanship.
But to return to the question of the future. What is to be the result of this revolution?
Will every thing, commenced so well, continue as it has begun? In reply to this anxious
inquiry, I can only say it all depends upon ourselves. A young man starting out in life on his
majority, with health, talent, and ability, under a favoring Providence, may be said to be the
architect of his own fortunes. His destinies are in his own hands. He may make for himself a
name, of honor or dishonor, according to his own acts. If he plants himself upon truth, integrity,
honor and uprightness, with industry, patience and energy, he cannot fail of success. So it is with
us. We are a young republic, just entering upon the arena of nations; we will be the architects of
our own fortunes. Our destiny, under Providence, is in our own hands. With wisdom, prudence,
and statesmanship on the part of our public men, and intelligence, virtue and patriotism on the
part of the people, success, to the full measures of our most sanguine hopes, may be looked for.
But if unwise counsels prevail—if we become divided—if schisms arise—if dissentions spring
up—if factions are engendered—if party spirit, nourished by unholy personal ambition shall rear
its hydra head, I have no good to prophesy for you. Without intelligence, virtue, integrity, and
patriotism on the part of the people, no republic or representative government can be durable or
stable.
We have intelligence, and virtue, and patriotism. All that is required is to cultivate and
perpetuate these. Intelligence will not do without virtue. France was a nation of philosophers.
These philosophers become Jacobins. They lacked that virtue, that devotion to moral principle,
and that patriotism which is essential to good government Organized upon principles of perfect
justice and right-seeking amity and friendship with all other powers-I see no obstacle in the way
of our upward and onward progress. Our growth, by accessions from other States, will depend
greatly upon whether we present to the world, as I trust we shall, a better government than that to
which neighboring States belong. If we do this, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas cannot
hesitate long; neither can Virginia, Kentucky, and Missouri. They will necessarily gravitate to us
by an imperious law. We made ample provision in our constitution for the admission of other
States; it is more guarded, and wisely so, I think, than the old constitution on the same subject,
but not too guarded to receive them as fast as it may be proper. Looking to the distant future,
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and, perhaps, not very far distant either, it is not beyond the range of possibility, and even
probability, that all the great States of the north-west will gravitate this way, as well as
Tennessee, Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas, etc. Should they do so, our doors are wide enough to
receive them, but not until they are ready to assimilate with us in principle.
The process of disintegration in the old Union may be expected to go on with almost
absolute certainty if we pursue the right course. We are now the nucleus of a growing power
which, if we are true to ourselves, our destiny, and high mission, will become the controlling
power on this continent. To what extent accessions will go on in the process of time, or where it
will end, the future will determine. So far as it concerns States of the old Union, this process will
be upon no such principles of reconstruction as now spoken of, but upon reorganization and new
assimilation. Such are some of the glimpses of the future as I catch them.
But at first we must necessarily meet with the inconveniences and difficulties and
embarrassments incident to all changes of government. These will be felt in our postal affairs and
changes in the channel of trade. These inconveniences, it is to be hoped, will be but temporary,
and must be borne with patience and forbearance.
As to whether we shall have war with our late confederates, or whether all matters of
differences between us shall be amicably settled, I can only say that the prospect for a peaceful
adjustment is better, so far as I am informed, than it has been. The prospect of war is, at least, not
so threatening as it has been. The idea of coercion, shadowed forth in President Lincoln’s
inaugural, seems not to be followed up thus far so vigorously as was expected. Fort Sumter, it is
believed, will soon be evacuated. What course will be pursued toward Fort Pickens, and the other
forts on the gulf, is not so well understood. It is to be greatly desired that all of them should be
surrendered. Our object is peace, not only with the North, but with the world. All matters relating
to the public property, public liabilities of the Union when we were members of it, we are ready
and willing to adjust and settle upon the principles of right, equity, and good faith. War can be of
no more benefit to the North than to us. Whether the intention of evacuating Fort Sumter is to be
received as an evidence of a desire for a peaceful solution of our difficulties with the United
States, or the result of necessity, I will not undertake to say. I would feign hope the former.
Rumors are afloat, however, that it is the result of necessity. All I can say to you, therefore, on
that point is, keep your armor bright and your powder dry.
The surest way to secure peace, is to show your ability to maintain your rights. The
principles and position of the present administration of the United States—the republican party—
present some puzzling questions. While it is a fixed principle with them never to allow the
increase of a foot of slave territory, they seem to be equally determined not to part with an inch
"of the accursed soil." Notwithstanding their clamor against the institution, they seemed to be
equally opposed to getting more, or letting go what they have got. They were ready to fight on
the accession of Texas, and are equally ready to fight now on her secession. Why is this? How
can this strange paradox be accounted for? There seems to be but one rational solution—and that
is, notwithstanding their professions of humanity, they are disinclined to give up the benefits
they derive from slave labor. Their philanthropy yields to their interest. The idea of enforcing the
laws, has but one object, and that is a collection of the taxes, raised by slave labor to swell the
fund necessary to meet their heavy appropriations. The spoils is what they are after—though they
come from the labor of the slave.
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That as the admission of States by Congress under the constitution was an act of
legislation, and in the nature of a contract or compact between the States admitted and the others
admitting, why should not this contract or compact be regarded as of like character with all other
civil contracts—liable to be rescinded by mutual agreement of both parties? The seceding States
have rescinded it on their part, they have resumed their sovereignty. Why cannot the whole
question be settled, if the north desire peace, simply by the Congress, in both branches, with the
concurrence of the President, giving their consent to the separation, and a recognition of our
independence?
Source: Frank Moore, ed. The Rebellion Record (11 vols., New York: G.P. Putnam, 1864) 1:
44-9.
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President Abraham Lincoln’s Proclamation Calling Militia and Convening Congress
April 15, 1861

By the President of the United States
A Proclamation.
Whereas the laws of the United States have been for some time past, and now are
opposed, and the execution thereof obstructed, in the States of the South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas, by combinations too powerful to be
suppressed by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, or by the powers vested in the
Marshals by law,
Now therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, in virtue of the power
in me vested by the Constitution, and the laws, have thought fit to call forth, and hereby do call
forth, the militia of the several States of the Union, to the aggregate number of seventy-five
thousand, in order to suppress said combinations, and to cause the laws to be duly executed. The
details, for this object, will be immediately communicated to the State authorities through the
War Department.
I appeal to all loyal citizens to favor, facilitate and aid this effort to maintain the honor,
the integrity, and the existence of our National Union, and the perpetuity of popular government;
and to redress wrongs already long enough endured.
I deem it proper to say that the first service assigned to the forces hereby called forth will
probably be to re-possess the forts, places, and property which have been seized from the Union;
and in every event, the utmost care will be observed, consistently with the objects aforesaid, to
avoid any devastation, any destruction of, or interference with, property, or any disturbance of
peaceful citizens in any part of the country.
And I hereby command the persons composing the combinations aforesaid to disperse,
and retire peaceably to their respective abodes within twenty days from this date.
Deeming that the present condition of public affairs presents an extraordinary occasion, I
do hereby, in virtue of the power in me vested by the Constitution, convene both Houses of
Congress. Senators and Representatives are therefore summoned to assemble at their respective
chambers, at 12 o’clock, noon, on Thursday, the fourth day of July, next, then and there to
consider and determine, such measures, as, in their wisdom, the public safety, and interest may
seem to demand.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the Seal of the United
States to be affixed.
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Done at the city of Washington this fifteenth day of April in the year of
our Lord One thousand, Eight hundred and Sixty-one, and of the Independence of
the United States the Eighty-fifth.
Abraham Lincoln
By the President
William H. Seward, Secretary of State.

Source: Roy P. Basler, ed. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln (9 vols., New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1953): 4: 331-3.
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President Abraham Lincoln’s Proclamation of a Blockade
April 19, 1861

By the President of the United States of America:
A Proclamation.
Whereas an insurrection against the Government of the United States has broken out in
the States of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, and
the laws of the United States for the collection of the revenue cannot be effectually executed
therein conformably to that provision of the Constitution which requires duties to be uniform
throughout the United States:
And whereas a combination of persons engaged in such insurrection, have threatened to
grant pretended letters of marque to authorize the bearers thereof to commit assaults on the lives,
vessels, and property of good citizens of the country lawfully engaged in commerce on the high
seas, and in waters of the United States: And whereas an Executive Proclamation has already
been issued, requiring the persons engaged in these disorderly proceedings to desist therefrom,
calling out a militia force for the purpose of repressing the same, and convening Congress in
extraordinary session, to deliberate and determine thereon:
Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, with a view to the
same purposes before mentioned, and to the protection of the public peace, and the lives and
property of quiet and orderly citizens pursuing their lawful occupations, until Congress shall
have assembled and deliberated on the said unlawful proceedings, or until the same time shall
have ceased, have further deemed it advisable to set on foot a blockade of the ports within the
States aforesaid, in pursuance of the laws of the United States, and of the law of Nations, in such
case provided. For this purpose a competent force will be posted so as to prevent entrance and
exit of vessels from the ports aforesaid. If, therefore, with a view to violate such blockade, a
vessel shall approach, or shall attempt to leave either of the said ports, she will be duly warned
by the Commander of one of the blockading vessels, who will endorse on her register the fact
and date of such warning, and if the same vessel shall again attempt to enter or leave the
blockaded port, she will be captured and sent to the nearest convenient port, for such proceedings
against her and her cargo as prize, as may be deemed advisable.
And I hereby proclaim and declare, that if any person, under the pretended authority of
the said States, or under any other pretense, shall molest a vessel of the United States, or the
persons or cargo on board of her, such person will be held amenable to the laws of the laws of
the United States for the prevention and punishment of piracy.
In witness thereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal of the United States
to be affixed.
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Done at the City of Washington, this nineteenth day of April, in the year
of our Lord one thousand, eight hundred and sixty-one, and of the Independence
of the United States the eighty-fifth.
Abraham Lincoln
By the President
William H. Seward, Secretary of State.

Source: Roy P. Basler, ed. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln (9 vols., New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1953) 4: 338-9.
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President Jefferson Davis’s Message to the Confederate Congress
April 29, 1861

Montgomery, April 29, 1861.
Gentlemen of the Congress: It is my pleasing duty to announce to you that the
Constitution framed for the establishment of a permanent Government for the Confederate
States has been ratified by conventions in each of those States to which it was referred. To
inaugurate the Government in its full proportions and upon its own substantial basis of the
popular will, it only remains that elections should be held for the designation of the officers
to administer it. There is every reason to believe that at no distant day other States, identified
in political principles and community of interests with those which you represent, will join
this Confederacy, giving to its typical constellation increased splendor, to its Government of
free, equal, and sovereign States a wider sphere of usefulness, and to the friends of
constitutional liberty a greater security for its harmonious and perpetual existence. It was not,
however, for the purpose of making this announcement that I have deemed it my duty to
convoke you at an earlier day than that fixed by yourselves for your meeting. The declaration
of war made against this Confederacy by Abraham Lincoln, the President of the United
States, in his proclamation issued on the 15th day of the present month, rendered it necessary,
in my judgment, that you should convene at the earliest practicable moment to devise the
measures necessary for the defense of the country. The occasion is indeed an extraordinary
one. It justifies me in a brief review of the relations heretofore existing between us and the
States which now unite in warfare against us and in a succinct statement of the events which
have resulted in this warfare, to the end that mankind may pass intelligent and impartial
judgment on its motives and objects. During the war waged against Great Britain by her
colonies on this continent a common danger impelled them to a close alliance and to the
formation of a Confederation, by the terms of which the colonies, styling themselves States,
entered "severally into a firm league of friendship with each other for their common defense,
the security of their liberties, and their mutual and general welfare, binding themselves to
assist each other against all force offered to or attacks made upon them, or any of them, on
account of religion, sovereignty, trade, or any other pretense whatever." In order to guard
against any misconstruction of their compact, the several States made explicit declaration in a
distinct article - that "each State retains its Sovereignty, freedom, and - independence, and
every power, jurisdiction and right which is not by this Confederation expressly delegated to
the United States in Congress assembled."
Under this contract of alliance, the war of the Revolution was successfully waged,
and resulted in the treaty of peace with Great Britain in 1783, by the terms of which the
several States were each by name recognized to be independent. The Articles of
Confederation contained a clause whereby all alterations were prohibited unless confirmed
by the Legislatures of every State after being agreed to by the Congress; and in obedience to
this provision, under the resolution of Congress of the 21st of February, 1787, the several
States appointed delegates who attended a convention "for the sole and express purpose of
revising the Articles of Confederation and reporting to Congress and the several Legislatures
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such alterations and provisions therein as shall, when agreed to in Congress and confirmed by
the States, render the Federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of Government and the
preservation of the Union." It was by the delegates chosen by the several States under the
resolution just quoted that - the Constitution of the United States was framed in 1787 and
submitted to the several States for ratification, as shown by the seventh article, which is in
these words: "The ratification of the conventions of nine States shall be sufficient for the
establishment of this Constitution between the States so ratifying the same." I have italicized
certain words in the quotations just made for the purpose of attracting attention to the
singular and marked caution with which the States endeavored in every possible form to
exclude the idea that the separate and independent sovereignty of each State was merged into
one common government and nation, and the earnest desire they evinced to impress in the
Constitution its true character - that of a compact between independent States. The
Constitution of 1787, having, however, omitted the clause already recited from the Articles
of Confederation, which provided in explicit terms that each State retained its sovereignty
and independence, some alarm was felt in the States, when invited to ratify the Constitution,
lest this omission should be construed into an abandonment of their cherished principle, and
they refused to be satisfied until amendments were added to the Constitution placing beyond
any pretense of doubt the reservation by the States of all their sovereign rights and powers
not expressly delegated to the United States by the Constitution. Strange, indeed, must it
appear to the impartial observer, but it is none the less true that all these carefully worded
clauses proved unavailing to prevent the rise and growth in the Northern States of a political
school which has persistently claimed that the government thus formed was not a compact
between States, but was in effect a national government, set up above and over the States. An
organization created by the States to secure the blessings of liberty and independence against
foreign aggression, has been gradually perverted into a machine for their control in their
domestic affairs. The creature has been exalted above its creators; the principals have been
made subordinate to the agent appointed by themselves. The people of the Southern States,
whose almost exclusive occupation was agriculture, early perceived a tendency in the
Northern States to render the common government subservient to their own purposes by
imposing burdens on commerce as a protection to their manufacturing and shipping interests.
Long and angry controversies grew out of these attempts, often successful, to benefit one
section of the country at the expense of the other. And the danger of disruption arising from
this cause was enhanced by the fact that the Northern population was increasing, by
immigration and other causes, in a greater ratio than the population of the South. By degrees,
as the Northern States gained preponderance in the National Congress, self-interest taught
their people to yield ready assent to any plausible advocacy of their right as a majority to
govern the minority without control. They learned to listen with impatience to the suggestion
of any constitutional impediment to the exercise of their will, and so utterly have the
principles of the Constitution been corrupted in the Northern mind that, in the inaugural
address delivered by President Lincoln in March last, he asserts as an axiom, which he
plainly deems to be undeniable, of constitutional authority, that the theory of the Constitution
requires that in all cases the majority shall govern; and in another memorable instance the
same Chief Magistrate did not hesitate to liken the relations between a State and the United
States to those which exist between a county and the State in which it is situated and by
which it was created. This is the lamentable and fundamental error on which rests the policy
that has culminated in his declaration of war against these Confederate States. In addition to
the long-continued and deep-seated resentment felt by the Southern States at the persistent
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abuse of the powers they had delegated to the Congress, for the purpose of enriching the
manufacturing and shipping classes of the North at the expense of the South, there has
existed for nearly half a century another subject of discord, involving interests of such
transcendent magnitude as at all times to create the apprehension in the minds of many
devoted lovers of the Union that its permanence was impossible. When the several States
delegated certain powers to the United States Congress, a large portion of the laboring
population consisted of African slaves imported into the colonies by the mother country. In
twelve out of the thirteen States Negro slavery existed, and the right of property in slaves was
protected by law. This property was recognized in the Constitution, and provision was made
against its loss by the escape of the slave. The increase in the number of slaves by further
importation from Africa was also secured by a clause forbidding Congress to prohibit the
slave trade anterior to a certain date, and in no clause can there be found any delegation of
power to the Congress authorizing it in any manner to legislate to the prejudice, detriment, or
discouragement owners of that species of property, or excluding it from the protection of the
Government.
The climate and soil of the Northern States soon proved unpropitious to the
continuance of slave labor, whilst the converse was the case at the South. Under the
unrestricted free intercourse between the two sections, the Northern States consulted their
own interests by selling their slaves to the South and prohibiting slavery within their limits.
The South were willing purchasers of a property suitable to their wants, and paid the price of
the acquisition without harboring a suspicion that their quiet possession was to be disturbed
by those who were inhibited not only by want of constitutional authority, but by good faith as
vendors, from disquieting a title emanating from themselves. As soon, how ever, as the
Northern States that prohibited African slavery within their limits had reached a number
sufficient to give their representation a controlling voice in the Congress, a persistent and
organized system of hostile measures against the rights of the owners of slaves in the
Southern States was inaugurated and gradually extended. A continuous series of measures
was devised and prosecuted for the purpose of rendering insecure the tenure of property in
slaves. Fanatical organizations, supplied with money by voluntary subscriptions, were
assiduously engaged in exciting amongst the slaves a spirit of discontent and revolt; means
were furnished for their escape from their owners, and agents secretly employed to entice
them to abscond; the constitutional provision for their rendition to their owners was first
evaded, then openly denounced as a violation of conscientious obligation and religious duty;
men were taught that it was a merit to elude, disobey, and violently oppose the execution of
the laws enacted to secure the performance of the promise contained in the constitutional
compact; owners of slaves were mobbed and even murdered in open day solely for applying
to a magistrate for the arrest of a fugitive slave; the dogmas of these voluntary organizations
soon obtained control of the Legislatures of many of the Northern States, and laws were
passed providing for the punishment, by ruinous fines and long-continued imprisonment in
jails and penitentiaries, of citizens of the Southern States who should dare to ask aid of the
officers of the law for the recovery of their property. Emboldened by success, the theater of
agitation and aggression against the clearly expressed constitutional rights of the Southern
States was transferred to the Congress; Senators and Representatives were sent to the
common councils of the nation, whose chief title to this distinction consisted in the display of
a spirit of ultra fanaticism, and whose business was not "to promote the general welfare or
insure domestic tranquility," but to awaken the bitterest hatred against the citizens of sister
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States by violent denunciation of their institutions; the transaction of public affairs was
impeded by repeated efforts to usurp powers not delegated by the Constitution, for the
purpose of impairing the security of property in slaves, and reducing those States which held
slaves to a condition of inferiority. Finally a great party was organized for the purpose of
obtaining the administration of the Government, with the avowed object of using its power
for the total exclusion of the slave States from all participation in the benefits of the public
domain acquired by all the States in common, whether by conquest or purchase; of
surrounding them entirely by States in which slavery should be prohibited; of thus rendering
the property in slaves so insecure as to be comparatively worthless, and thereby annihilating
in effect property worth thousands of millions of dollars. This party, thus organized,
succeeded in the month of November last in the election of its candidate for the Presidency of
the United States.
In the meantime, under the mild and genial climate of the Southern States and the
increasing care and attention for the well being and comfort of the laboring class, dictated
alike by interest and humanity, the African slaves had augmented in number from about
600,000, at the date of the adoption of the constitutional compact, to upward of 4,000,000. In
moral and social condition they had been elevated from brutal savages into docile, intelligent,
and civilized agricultural laborers, and supplied not only with bodily comforts but with
careful religious instruction. Under the supervision of a superior race their labor had been so
directed as not only to allow a gradual and marked amelioration of their own condition, but to
convert hundreds of thousands of square miles of the wilderness into cultivated lands covered
with a prosperous people; towns and cities had sprung into existence, and had rapidly
increased in wealth and population under the social system of the South; the white population
of the Southern slaveholding States had augmented from about 1,250,000 at the date of the
adoption of the Constitution to more than 8,500,000 in 1860; and the productions of the
South in cotton, rice, sugar, and tobacco, for the full development and continuance of which
the labor of African slaves was and is indispensable, had swollen to an amount which formed
nearly three-fourths of the exports of the whole United States and had become absolutely
necessary to the wants of civilized man. With interests of such overwhelming magnitude
imperiled, the people of the Southern States were driven by the conduct of the North to the
adoption of some course of action to avert the danger with which they were openly menaced.
With this view the legislatures of the several States invited the people to select delegates to
conventions to be held for the purpose of determining for themselves what measures were
best adapted to meet so alarming a crisis in their history. Here it may be proper to observe
that from a period as early as 1798 there had existed in all of the States of the Union a party
almost uninterruptedly in the majority based upon the creed that each State was, in the last
resort, the sole judge as well of its wrongs as of the mode and measure of redress. Indeed, it
is obvious that under the law of nations this principle is an axiom as applied to the relations
of independent sovereign States, such as those which had united themselves under the
constitutional compact. The Democratic party of the United States repeated, in its successful
canvass in 1856, the declaration made in numerous previous political contests, that it would
"faithfully abide by and uphold the principles laid down in the Kentucky and Virginia
resolutions of 1798, and in the report of Mr. Madison to the Virginia Legislature in 1799; and
that it adopts those principles as constituting one of the main foundations of its political
creed." The principles thus emphatically announced embrace that to which I have already
adverted - the right of each State to judge of and redress the wrongs of which it complains.
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These principles were maintained by overwhelming majorities of the people of all the States
of the Union at different elections, especially in the elections of Mr. Jefferson in 1805, Mr.
Madison in 1809, and Mr. Pierce in 1852. In the exercise of a right so ancient, so well
established, and so necessary for self-preservation, the people of the Confederate States, in
their conventions, determined that the wrongs which they had suffered and the evils with
which they were menaced required that they should revoke the delegation of powers to the
Federal Government which they had ratified in their several conventions. They consequently
passed ordinances resuming all their rights as sovereign and Independent States and
dissolved their connection with the other States of the Union.
Having done this, they proceeded to form a new compact amongst themselves by new
articles of confederation, which have been also ratified by the conventions of the several
States with an approach to unanimity far exceeding that of the conventions which adopted the
Constitution of 1787. They have organized their new Government in all its departments; the
functions of the executive legislative, and judicial magistrates are performed in accordance
with the will of the people, as displayed not merely in a cheerful acquiescence, but in the
enthusiastic support of the Government thus established by themselves; and but for the
interference of the Government of the United States in this legitimate exercise of the right of
a people to self-government, peace, happiness, and prosperity would now smile on our land.
Source: James D. Richardson, ed. A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the
Confederacy (2 vols., Nashville, 1905) 1: 63-70.
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President Abraham Lincoln’s Reply to Horace Greeley
August 22, 1862

Hon. Horace Greeley:
Dear Sir.

Executive Mansion,
Washington, August 22, 1862.

I have just read yours of the 19th. addressed to myself through the New-York Tribune. If
there be in it any statements, or assumptions of fact, which I may know to be erroneous, I do not,
now and here, controvert them. If there be in it any inferences which I may believe to be falsely
drawn, I do not now and here, argue against them. If there be perceptable in it an impatient and
dictatorial tone, I waive it in deference to an old friend, whose heart I have always supposed to
be right.
As to the policy I "seem to be pursuing" as you say, I have not meant to leave any one in
doubt.
I would save the Union. I would save it the shortest way under the Constitution. The sooner
the national authority can be restored; the nearer the Union will be "the Union as it was." If there
be those who would not save the Union, unless they could at the same time save slavery, I do not
agree with them. If there be those who would not save the Union unless they could at the same
time destroy slavery, I do not agree with them. My paramount object in this struggle is to save
the Union, and is not either to save or to destroy slavery. If I could save the Union without
freeing any slave I would do it, and if I could save it by freeing all the slaves I would do it; and if
I could save it by freeing some and leaving others alone I would also do that. What I do about
slavery, and the colored race, I do because I believe it helps to save the Union; and what I
forbear, I forbear because I do not believe it would help to save the Union. I shall do less
whenever I shall believe what I am doing hurts the cause, and I shall do more whenever I shall
believe doing more will help the cause. I shall try to correct errors when shown to be errors; and
I shall adopt new views so fast as they shall appear to be true views.
I have here stated my purpose according to my view of official duty; and I intend no
modification of my oft-expressed personal wish that all men everywhere could be free.
Yours,
A. Lincoln

Source: Roy P. Basler, ed. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln (9 vols., New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1953) 5: 388-9
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Emancipation Proclamation
January 1, 1863
By the President of the United States of America:
A PROCLAMATION
Whereas on the twenty second day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty two, a proclamation was issued by the President of the United States,
containing, among other things, the following, towit:
"That on the first day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-three, all persons held as slaves within any State or designated part of a State the people
whereof shall then be in rebellion against the United States shall be then, thenceforward, and
forever free; and the executive government of the United States, including the military and naval
authority thereof, will recognize and maintain the freedom of such persons and will do no act or
acts to repress such persons, or any of them, in any efforts they may make for their actual
freedom.
"That the executive will on the first day of January aforesaid, by proclamation, designate
the States and parts of States, if any, in which the people thereof, respectively, shall then be in
rebellion against the United States; and the fact that any State or the people thereof shall on that
day be in good faith represented in the Congress of the United States by members chosen thereto
at elections wherein a majority of the qualified voters of such States shall have participated shall,
in the absence of strong countervailing testimony, be deemed conclusive evidence that such State
and the people thereof are not then in rebellion against the United States."
Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States, by virtue of the
power in me vested as Commander-In-Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States in time
of actual armed rebellion against the authority and government of the United States, and as a fit
and necessary war measure for suppressing said rebellion, do, on this first day of January, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty three, and in accordance with my purpose
so to do, publicly proclaimed for the full period of one hundred days from the first day above
mentioned, order and designate as the States and parts of States wherein the people thereof,
respectively, are this day in rebellion against the United States the following, towit:
Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana (except the parishes of St. Bernard, Palquemines, Jefferson,
St. John, St. Charles, St. James [,] Ascension, Assumption, Terrebonne, Lafourche, St. Mary, St.
Martin, and Orleans, including the city of New Orleans), Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia (except the forty-eight counties designated as West
Virginia, and also the counties of Berkeley, Accomac, Northampton, Elizabeth City, York,
Princess Anne, and Norfolk, including the cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth [)]; and which
excepted parts are for the present left precisely as if this proclamation were not issued.
And by virtue of the power and for the purpose aforesaid, I do order and declare that all
persons held as slaves within said designated States and parts of States are, and henceforward
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shall be, free; and that the Executive Government of the United States, including the military and
naval authorities thereof, will recognize and maintain the freedom of said persons.
And I hereby enjoin upon the people so declared to be free to abstain from all violence,
unless in necessary self-defence; and I recommend to them that, in all case when allowed, they
labor faithfully for reasonable wages.
And I further declare and make known that such persons of suitable condition will be
received into the armed service of the United States to garrison forts, positions, stations, and
other places, and to man vessels of all sorts in said service.
And upon this act, sincerely believed to be an act of justice, warranted by the
Constitution upon military necessity, I invoke the considerate judgment of mankind and the
gracious favor of Almighty God.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the United States
to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington, this first day of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty three, and of the Independence of the United States of America
the eight-seventh.
By the President:
William H. Seward, Secretary of State.

Abraham Lincoln

Source: Roy P. Basler, ed. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln, Volume 6, 28-30.
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President Abraham Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address
March 4, 1865

Fellow-Countrymen:
At this second appearing to take the oath of the Presidential office there is less occasion
for an extended address than there was at the first. Then a statement somewhat in detail of a
course to be pursued seemed fitting and proper. Now, at the expiration of four years, during
which public declarations have been constantly called forth on every point and phase of the great
contest which still absorbs the attention and engrosses the enerergies [sic] of the nation, little that
is new could be presented. The progress of our arms, upon which all else chiefly depends, is as
well known to the public as to myself, and it is, I trust, reasonably satisfactory and encouraging
to all. With high hope for the future, no prediction in regard to it is ventured.
On the occasion corresponding to this four years ago all thoughts were anxiously directed
to an impending civil war. All dreaded it—all sought to avert it. While the inaugural address was
being delivered from this place, devoted altogether to saving the Union without war, insurgent
agents were in the city seeking to destroy it without war—seeking to dissol[v]e the Union and
divide effects by negotiation. Both parties deprecated war, but one of them would make war
rather than let the nation survive, and the other would accept war rather than let it perish, and the
war came.
One-eighth of the whole population were colored slaves, not distributed generally over
the Union, but localized in the southern part of it. These slaves constituted a peculiar and
powerful interest. All knew that this interest was somehow the cause of the war. To strengthen,
perpetuate, and extend this interest was the object for which the insurgents would rend the Union
even by war, while the Government claimed no right to do more than to restrict the territorial
enlargement of it. Neither party expected for the war the magnitude or the duration which it has
already attained. Neither anticipated that the cause of the conflict might cease with or even
before the conflict itself should cease. Each looked for an easier triumph, and a result less
fundamental and astounding. Both read the same Bible and pray to the same God, and each
invokes His aid against the other. It may seem strange that any men should dare to ask a just
God's assistance in wringing their bread from the sweat of other men's faces, but let us judge not,
that we be not judged. The prayers of both could not be answered. That of neither has been
answered fully. The Almighty has His own purposes. "Woe unto the world because of offenses;
for it must needs be that offenses come, but woe to that man by whom the offense cometh." If we
shall suppose that American slavery is one of those offenses which, in the providence of God,
must needs come, but which, having continued through His appointed time, He now wills to
remove, and that He gives to both North and South this terrible war as the woe due to those by
whom the offense came, shall we discern therein any departure from those divine attributes
which the believers in a living God always ascribe to Him? Fondly do we hope—fervently do we
pray—that this mighty scourge of war may speedily pass away. Yet, if God wills that it continue
until all the wealth piled by the bondsman's two hundred and fifty years of unrequited toil shall
be sunk, and until every drop of blood drawn with the lash shall be paid by another drawn with
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the sword, as was said three thousand years ago, so still it must be said "the judgments of the
Lord are true and righteous altogether."
With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right as God gives us
to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in, to bind up the nation's wounds, to
care for him who shall have borne the battle and for his widow and his orphan, to do all which
may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among ourselves and with all nations.
Source: Roy P. Basler, ed. The Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln (9 vols., New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1953) 8: 332-33.

